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Constitutive scheme of discrete memory form 
for granular materials (*) 

P. PEGON (ISPRA), P. GUELIN, D. FAVIER, B. WACK (GRENOBLE), 

and W. K. NOWACKI (WARSZAWA) 

THE PURE HYSTERESLS model, which is at the origin of a clac;s of well-founded thermomechanical sche
mes of discrete memory form is briefly recalled and then expanded to include the isotropic-deviatoric 
coupling effects. Thus the model takes into account the essential features of the elac;tic-plac;tic and 
pressure-dependent behaviour of cohesive or cohesionless continua subjected to arbitrary cyclic loa
dings. 

Przedstawiono pokr6tce model idealnej histerezy, kt6ry jest podstaw& calej klasy dobrze postawio
nych termomechanicznych schemat6w o postaci pamic;ci dyskretnej . Przedstawiono nac;tcrpnie jego 
rozszerzenie, uwzglc;dntaj<tc efekty sp~zenia izotropowo-dewiatorowego. Model ten uwzglc;dnia za
chowanie sic; sprc;iysto-plac;tyczne oraz zalezne od cisnienia material6w sypk'ich poddanych dowolnym 
obci&Zeniom cyklicznym. 

Bt<paTu.e npe.n.cTaeneHa Mo.n.enb H.n.eanbHoro rHcTepe3Hca, KOTopa.JI .RBn.ReTc.R ocuoeoi% 
u.enoro Knacca xopowo nocTasneHIILIX TepMoMexaHH4eCKHX cxeM c BH,ll.OM .n.yct<peTHOH 
naM.RTH. 3aTeM npe.n.cTasneHo ee pacwHpeHHe, y4HTblean a.P.Pet<Tbl H30Tponuo-.n.eeHa
TOpHoro conpn>t<eHHJI. OTa Mo.n.enb Y4HTb1BaeT ynpyro-nnacTH4ect<oe noee.n.eHHe H 3a
BHCJ1lll.He OT )I.aBneHHJI llOBe,ll.eHHe Cb1DY4HX MaTepHanoe, UO,ll.BeprHyTbiX npoH3BOnbHbiM 
U.HKnH4eCKHM Harpy3KaM . 

Notations 

(0, ea) 
t 

~or· at 
M 

xi(i = 1, 2, 3) 
p(M, t) 

gi(M, t) 

9ij(M, t) 

Jg(M,t) 

D(M,t) 

lv 

tn 
Ii_g(A1, t) 

L1 Je(M, t) 

a(M, t) 
Jia(M, t) 

orthonormal fixed reference frame (a = 1, 2, 3), 
absolute time, 

partial derivation with respect to t, 

material point, 
curvi-linear material coordinates dragged with the body, 
current position of M(p = z0 (xi, t)ea), 

f . . d . h h . ( oza ) current re erence frame ac;soctate wtt t e x' gi = --. ea , ox• 
current covariant components of the metric tensor g, 

current density of volume per unit of material volume with g = det l9ij I, 
. ( 1 09i)) current stram rate tensor Dij = - -- , 

2 at 
trace of D (= Di . = _!_ oJg) ' Jg at ' 
inversion time ac;sociated with the origin of a branch of cycle, 
current Cauchy strain dragged along from t n to t, 

current (Almansi) strain ( = ~(g- Jig)). 
current Cauchy stress (relative of weight 1 ), 
current Cauchy stress dragged along from t n to t, 

(•)Paper presented at VIIth French-Polish Symposium "Recent trends in mechanics of elac;to-plastic mate
rials", Radziejowice, 2-7 VII, 1990. 
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L1 Jiu(M,.t) 

S, ftS, LlftS 
s 

Is, ITs, Ills 

p 

Qn, c.pn 
Q£!.,(/)Ll 

Ml 
!vi,N 

e(M, t) 
'Pinlt Pint, Pim 

£,E,e 
Q,,,Q,,,q,, 
Il, Prev, Prev 

~.~.c.p 
Ao,~J-o 

So,Qo 

j,k 
6,1 
def 

w(M, t) 
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current variation of stress from t R to t( Ll Rtu = u - Ifu ), 
current absolute tensors associated with u,Ifu,LlJia(u = SJg), 

deviatoric part of the current Cauchy stress S, 

current invariants s' · ! -S, si · ! -S, si k-Sk · . ,, 2 J ,, 3 J lt 

current pressure (P = f), 
- 3V6ffi.s 

current values of 211,; and of the phase such a-; cos3c.p, = --
3
-, 

Qs 
current values of Q and c.p for the tensor kS, 
current values of Q and c.p for the tensor Ll ftS, 
Llu D in the one-dimensional cac;e, 
current mixed invariants LlJtSijJ5i, and LlftS'j LlJtSikJ5k,, 
current specific mao;s (eft = c ste ), 
current power of internal forces ('Pint = Pimft = f!Pimfo), 
current internal energy, 
current internal intrinsic heat supply, 
current reversible power, 
current intrinsic dissipation ( ~ = -'Pint - Jl), 
Lame parameters (absolute scalars), 
von Mises parameters (limit shear stress So and radius Qo = .../2So of the von Mises 
cylinder), 
rank j of an arc in the branch of rank k, 
Kronecker symbol, unit tensor (g • • = g • • = 1 ), 
definition, 
Mao;sing functional (w = 1 or 2). 

1. Introductory remarks 

THE MAIN EXPERIMENTAL results concerning the behaviour of sand-like materials may be 
summarized as follows: 

i) the yielding is dependent upon the confining stress, 
ii) careful measurements show that a burst of heat flux is associated with yielding [1 ], 
iii) under deviatoric stress states, the volume most often expands after an initial small 

compaction, 
iv) under deviatoric cyclic loading, each inversion of the loading gives rises to a com

paction even if the associated confining stress decreases, 
v) under hydrostatic compression, the behaviour exibits hysteresis and is "nonlinear", 
vi) the yielding is not of von Mises type but rather of "generalized Columb" -type, and 

may be anisotropic. 
The main purpose of this paper is to define a constitutive scheme taking into conside

ration the first four results (points ito iv). The study is therefore basically devoted to the 
problem of the isotropic-deviatoric coupling effects: the hysteresis exibited under purely 
hydrostatic loading is neglected as well as the Coulomb yield effect and the anisotropic 
effect (1). 

A simple hint regarding the form of the proposed scheme may be introduced as follows. 
The scheme is defined firstly through an isotropic part: 

(1.1) i., = (3-\ + 2J.L)lv + o:!l1 P 

( J) It is worth to notice that the hydrostatic hysteresis may be taken into account on the basis of the proposed 
method and that the Coulomb effects hao; been already studied in the cao;e of non-rotational kinematics (2]. 
Moreover, the extension of the theory to the anisotropic cao;e is from now on outlined. 
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CONSTITUTIVE SCHEME OF DISCRETE MEMORY FORM FOR GRANULAR MATERIALS 5 

including a scalar functional 1\1 P similar to M, and secondly with the aid of a deviatoric 
part: 

(1.2) 

which is of pure hysteresis type and has been defined previously (see for example Sub
sect. 1.3 of [5] or (2, 3]). 

In these differential-difference equations A and J.l are scalar functions of the pressure 
p; a is a scalar functional deviatoric stress invariant; M P is an extension of the functional 
invariants M to the case of pressure-dependent processes; {J is a scalar functional of 
( <p .:1 - <p R); . ?> is the scalar functional: 

(1.3) 

linear with respect to the rates p, r.p .:1· 

In relation (1.3), L1AS is an expansion of the variation L1kS; it gives the definition of 
the functional invariant: P 

M ~c 11 ts ii D · · p - R p Jt 

which plays a central role in the definition of the whole pattern. 

Such a very short hint may be sufficient if the origin and the general features of the 
three-dimensional scheme of pure hysteresis is already well known on the basis of extensive 
analysis ((2, 3, 4]) or through various short papers ([5] to (10]). However, when dealing 
with the question of the isotropic-deviatoric coupling effects, it is worth to ensure that 
the paper is widely self-contained regarding the tensorial formalism. Consequently, the 
simplest three-dimensional deviatoric tensorial scheme is recalled (Sect. 2). The main part 
of the paper is devoted to the extension of the scheme (Sect. 3). In order to obtain the 
first set of illustrations, integrations are performed using kinematical conditions similar to 
those of the usual modern experiments (Sect. 4 ). A second set of illustrations is introduced 
regarding the properties of the proposed scheme under small, medium and large cyclic 
loading (Sect. 5). 

2. The simplest tensorial deviatoric scheme of pure hysteresis 

2.1. Introduction based on a one-dimensional symbolic model 

As already underlined ((2] to [8, 13] and (14]), the main feature of the behaviour 
of pure hysteresis are its stationary properties during periodic cyclic loading. The term 
stationary is of straightforward meaning in the one-dimensional case briefly recalled below, 
and it is not essential to give here a more general definition. Therefore, the only readily 
suggested patterns are those provided by the symbolic models consisting of an infinite 
number of springs and friction sliders, for example ordered in an infinite parallel succession 
of spring and slider couples associated in series (Fig. 1) e). 

Let g( e) be the function of the deformation e defined on Fig. 2. It is well known that 
g" ( e )de is the rigidity coefficient for the pairs having their limit values between e and 

e> The simple choice of (0, eu) a<; frame of definition is obviously provisional a<; stressed below (cf. Sect. 6). 

e) It is worth to notice that this symbolic model and the a<;sociated pure hysteresis notion is not groundless 
at the physically relevant scale ( cf. Appendix). 
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FIG. l. One-dimensional symbolic model. 

FIG. 2. Behaviour of the symbolic model. 

00 

(]' = Ut + Uz, Ut = J Eg"(e) de, 
€ 

€ 

uz = J eg"(e) de 
0 

along the first loading path. In these relations u1 is associated with pairs whose limit value 
is not reached and u2 to pairs whose limit value is reached. Then one has along the first 
loading branch 

(2.1) 

€ 

u = Goc- J (E- e)g"(e)de = Goc- g(E) = S(c), 
0 

00 

Go= J g"(e)de = g'(oo), g" = -u" ~ 0. 
0 

It is interesting to add some elementary calculation (9] regarding the power associated 
with the pairs whose limit value is not reached (this gives the rate of internal energy) 
and the power associated with the other pairs (this gives the rate of heat flow due to the 
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friction sliders). Consequently, one starts from 

-Pint= a1D + a2D, t = a1D, -Qii = a2D 

and, after integration and substitution of g, one obtains 

(2.2) f(c) = c&(c), -Qii(£) = a(t:)i- t:&(a). 

7 

The discrete memory notion is introduced when one considers the path 0 - A - B - C
F - G (Fig. 2): the A - B - F cycle is forgotten along the F - G path which is identical 
to what it would have been if the loading had been monotone. 

Along the path A - B one has [10]: 

oo il ).e/2 

6.Ja = J Ll~t:g"(e)de + J 2eg"(e)de 
() 

Then introducing the similarity functional w, one has for any branch the following expan
sion of Eqs. (2.1): 

(2.3) L1Jiu = wS ( L1:) , w = 1 or 2. 

To this straightforward calculation may be added the associated extension of Eqs. (2.2) to 
the cyclic case [11 ], 

wE(~#) = ((w- 1)a + Ja) gt ~A£+ 6.# gt ~Ja, 
· < t) t a t t a t - wQii .dR£ = 6.Ra at~#-~# at 6.Ra. 

(2.4) 

Obviously, the previous definitions oft and Qii satisfy the energy balance. In Eqs. (2.3) 
and (2.4 ), the process of dragging along the branch is implicitly introduced through 

(2.5) 

a -# = 0 (~# = £- #), 
at 

~ Ja = 0 (~Ja = a- Ja). 
at 

Now at least two remarks of both theoretical and practical importance must be outlined. 
The first one states that if the S function is selected following the elastic-perfectly plastic 
pattern with the aid of the hyperbolic tangent, Eqs. (2.3) and (2.5) yield 

(2.6) 

if S( u) is defined by S0th ( G;.~) . Then 

<P = ~JaD = M1 

or 

(2.7) 
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8 P. PEGON, P. GUELIN, 0. FAVIER, B. WACKAND W. K. NOWACKI 

The second· remark is that the functional cf>, distinguished in the differential-difference 
equation (2.6), is the intrinsic dissipation ( cJ> ~ 0) resulting firstly from the analysis of the 
quasi-reversibility at the right of the vicinity of the inversion point A (Fig. 2): 

II= JuD, t = tA+ 

and, secondly, from the conceptual departure from the classical thermostatics obtained by 
keeping the same form along the finite branch [11]: 

II= AtuD, t E]tA, tB]. 

The two main practical consequences are first, that the inversion criterion is 

(2.8) if bWA = cf>bt < 0 'Vt E]t, t + bt] => t = t1, u(t) = UJ 

and secondly that the "help function": 

(2.9) w = 2WA d~VA = cf>dt' WA(tR+) = 0 
w2 ' 

allows to define an algorithm A giving w, Jiu and the set of still memorized variables 
{kW} and {~u }. 

Consequently the pure hysteresis scheme is given by the combination of five conditions 
(2.10): 

1) Discrete memory existence (similar to Eqs. (2.5)) 

(2.10)1 .:t # = :t Ju = 0. 

2) Constitutive differential-difference equations regarding mechanical and thermomecha
nical properties and similar to (2.6) and (2.4 ), 

(2.10)2 

fJu _ ( t 811/i£ t ) 7ft - f t1nc, ---at' t1Ru, w , 

-1 

0 

-1 

-1 
1 
w 

1 

0 
1 
w 
1 

w w 

where C is the basic calorific rate of pure hysteresis. 
3) Inversion criterion (2.8), which is identical with the second law of thermodynamics. 
4) Algorithm expressing the minimum increase of the intrinsic dissipation rate fJcp / fJt: 

if>( A+) = min {if> already memorized at A} 

and practically defined by using W. This algorithm has the following form: 
') 

bW <: 0=============::::=:? At 
., 

(W(t)- Wn) :S 0=======> Am 
(2.10)3 A = ? ? 

bW ~ 0 => ., vV(t)- Wz :S 0 => Ac 
(W(t)- Wn) :> 0 => ., 

::> 0 => Aco 
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with 

=
i=nv=crs=. i=on=> I W = 2, k = k + 1, j = 1, 

Ai 
n = n + 1, IfO" = O"n(= O"(t)), .kW = Wn(= W(t)), 

monotony . 
Am 1 (symbolic) along arch j of branch k, 

crossing 
A c w = 2, k = k , j = j + 1, n = n- 2, If(]"= O"n, .kW = Wn, 

comeback on 

first loading 
w = 1, k = k, j = j + 1, n = 1, If(]" = O"t = 0, .kW = ~Vt = oo, 

and 
{k~W}n = {Wt, ... , Wn} = { 00, W(to), .. . }n, 

with k = 0 and n = j = 1 if t E]O, to], 
{~O"}n = {O"t, ... ,O"n} = {O,O"(to), ... ,TfO"}n · 
5) Existence of a non-restrictive neutral initial state defined by 

W(O) = oo, W(O+) = 0, w(O) = 1, Llg+O" = Ll:!+c = 0"(0) = 0. 
It is restored by the fundamental cyclic path, independently of the previous paths. 

2.2. Toward the tensorial constitutive pattern 

Due to Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6), it is interesting to take as a starting point 

(2.11) 

and 

(2.12) 

8 t . 
- · S'· =0 at R · J 

8Sii . . t-=i 
7ft = aob1

j + atD'j + azLlRS i, 

au = ..Xulv , at = 2po, az = {34M, 
-p 

{34 = (wSo)2 ' 

9 

respectively. The associated second invariant form is then obtained from Eq. (2.11) and 
from 

-=i 
as j - -=i t~s· 7ft - atD i + azLlR i 

by contraction with Ll ~i i. This yields 

i1"5 = [21' + ,a.2TI"5 ]M = [21' + (w~)22TI"s] M = 21' [1- (~~~)2 ] M 

which is indeed similar to Eq. (2.6). From Eqs. (2.9), and using the condition ?> = M 
(following Eqs. (2.7)), it is possible to perform the integration along the first loading path 
(w = 1). One obtains 

(2.13) Q; = Qij [1- exp ( <~n] , W = -:a In [1- ~n , Qu = J2Su 

Consequently, the possible evaluations in a deviatoric plane are, as required, bounded by 
von Mises circle of radius Q0• However, caution is obviously needed regarding the first 
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10 P. PEGON, P. GUELlN, D. FAVIER, B. WACKAND W. K. NOWNCKI 

unloading branch, since the algorithmic coincidence of the help function level may occur 
for stress points located beyond the von Mises circle (Fig. 3). 

FIG. 3. R2 example in a deviatoric plane.- - - - -- Mises yield locus, 
- . - . - equivalent level of the help function W, 

- - - - possible unloading to return on the W first loading level. 

Consequently, the yield value So must be replaced by a functional Zo taking into 
account a notation of orientation (Fig. 3) according to the form 

(2.14) 

-J.L 
Zo = S0 cos(7r- a), a= 'Ptl$- 'PR, /34 = (wZo)2' 

W= I
t 2 !vi dt 

w2 w'(So, 'Ptl$- 'PR)2 ' 
tR 

'(S ) _ So W 0 1 '/)tl$-<.pR --z , 
0 

so that the definition of Zo is based on the consideration of asymptotic states A11 and lvh 
(Fig 4b) such that M1M2 = 2Zo = wZo = wQo(a). 

The role of asymptotic states such like lvft and A12 is usually of importance in thermo
statics. Therefore one notices not only that the introduction of an orientation parameter 
a expressed the trivial discrimination between the one and two-dimensional situations, 
but also that the role of A11 and lvh suggests coming back on this conceptual hinge with 
the help of the notion of reversible and entirely irreversible paths. The fact is that, in the 
two-dimensional case, there exist not only infinitesimal quasi-reversible paths to the right 
of an inversion point, but also the possibility of finite paths quasi-reversible in the sense 
of 

'?> = 0 with($= A1 + ( "orientation"-dependent rate : ODR) 
where the ODR remains to be defined. 

Therefore it is necessary to come back to the definition (2.12) in order to obtain TI-:15 
under the new form 

IT tlS = (2J.L + f342IT tlS )'?> ' ([) = A1 + 0 DR 

ma~ing use of Eqs. (2.14) to define (34 and discriminating radial paths along which($= M 

or II tlS are maximum from neuiral paths along which ($ is zero, so that any path may be 
split up into a set of infinitesimal paths altemately radial and neutral. 

But,on the other hand, we notice from Eqs. (2.13) that during the first loading the 
neutral paths are the circles centered at the origin: then, the radial-neutral discrimination 
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CONSTITUTIVE SCHEME OF DISCRETE MEMORY FORM FOR GRANULAR MATERIALS 11 

FIG. 4. Location of the locus during the first loading (a) and after 3 reversals of the loading (b, c, d). 
The shaded zones are not accessible without coincidence of the W levels. 

appears compatible with the yield surface notion (Fig. 4a) providing that one makes use 
of a simple assumption consisting of the similarity of the neutral paths with respect to the 
yield locus. 

Consequently, the onset of the first unloading gives rise to a discontinuous process 
obtained through the sliding of the neutral locus and giving, to the right of the inversion, 
a family of loci without intersections (Fig. 4a, b, c, d). 

Therefore, as II has been previously supposed to be constant along the finite branch 
of a cycle, the assumption is then made that the family of neutral paths at iR+ is fixed Oil 

the whole of the unloading path. The crucial in variance is no more that of II or If(]" but 
that of If(]" only: II and If(]" are no more "identical" (D = ±1) as in the one-dimensional 
case. The same situation arises with respect to <P and M: <P is no more identical to M as 
in the one-dimensional case (Eq. (2.7)). However, the discrete memory process remains 
founded on information sets regarding only the previous reference state: the basic form of 
the pure hysteresis algorithm (2.10)3 can be easily enlarged to the tensorial case following 
the sketch of Fig. 4 (point iii, Sect. 2.3 below). 

2.3. The tensorial pattern 

i) Owing to the notions introduced above (Subsects. 2.1 and 2.2), the following as
sumptions are introduced: 

1) non-rotational homogeneous kinematics with fixed principal directions; 
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12 P. PEGON, P. GUEUN, D. FAVIER, B. WACKAND W. K. NOWACKI 

2) uncoupled isotropic and deviatoric properties; 
3) linearity with respect to D; 
4) quasi-reversibility to the right of an inversion point; 
5) similarity of the radial paths with respects to the first loading path; 
6) similarity of the neutral paths with respect to the yield locus; 
7) splitting up of any path into infinitesimal radial-neutral series of 

radial paths such as <P .d = 0 and if> = M , 

neutral paths such as <P .d f 0 and if> = 0. 

Owing to Eqs. (2.12), the condition 3 above may be satisfied with 

ao = ,Bolv + ,83M + ,BsN, at = Pt , a2 = ,82Iv + ,84M + ,B6N . 

But the condition 2 is strongly restrictive on ,82, (33 and ,Bs. One considers 

ao = ,Bolv , Po = ..Xo, ,83 = Ps = 0, 

at = 2J..Lo, 

az = ,84Af + ,B6N, Pz = 0. 

Therefore, the second and third invariant forms associated with (2.12) 

II.ds = a1M + a2N, III.ds = atN + a23III.ds 

become the following basic forms: 

(2.15) 
ll.ds = (2J..L + 2,B4If .dS )M + 2,B6If .dS N , 

Ill .dS = 3,84III .dS A1 + (2J.t + 3,86III .dS )N . 

Moreover, it is worth to notice the formula 

( ) 
. . 

a M - N = If.ds - III.ds = t 3 . 
1 2TI- 3TI- 2TI- 3III- g 'P.d:s'P.d:s' 

.dS .dS .dS .dS 
(2.16) 

which holds even when condition 2 is not required (Sect. 3 below). 
It is now possible to define the scheme with the help of the studies of radial and 

neutral paths submitted to the similarity rules 5 and 6. 
ii) Regarding the radial paths, one gives only short hint and the results. The hint is 

implied in Eqs. (2.13): it is not only convenient but also relevant to study the stress-energy 
functional instead of the stress-strain functional [2]. With the aid of Eqs. (2.14) and (2.15), 
one obtains 

(2.17) (3 
_ -2J.to 

4-
[wQow'(w, a)]2' 

t 2 -
W = J (ww')2M dr. 

tR 

This result gives the required three-dimensional enlargement of Eq. (2.6). Moreover, it is 
possible to make the same analysis on a generalized form of Eq. (2.6): 

au _ G ·( 1 (t1Jlu)2 ) ac 
8t - o - (wSo)c(t1Jiu)2-c at ' c > 0. 

The result is then 
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Regarding the neutral paths, it is worth to provide a rather self-contained introduction. 
The starting point is to express the fourth assumption of point i) by: 

(2.18) gt tlAS.j = 2J1If j I TILlS = 2j1A1. 

Along a general path, it is then possible to consider the deviatoric scheme under a modified 
form 

(2.19) 
{) ~ - --=i ,- t<;:. 
{)t tlRS i - 2p.D i + {34if>tl~ i , 

~ = A;J + /4<P Ll:J 

on condition that 

{3~~= f34A1 + /361V. 
This is possible thanks to Eq. (2.16) which gives firstly 

- - 2J1 ( A1 JV ) if> = A1 + /4 --=-- - -= ' 
tg3ip.l, 211LlS 3IIJLlS 

and secondly 

!34 = {3~ (1 + }!- cotg31f'Ll,/4) , 
2IIas 

as the result of the identification. 
The factor 14 remains to be defined using the equation 

QLl, =- tg(lf'a, -lppR)QLl,<iJLl, 
( 

of the neutral locus. This equation may be written in the form 

TILlS= -ATI~Ll", A= 2tg(lf'Ll, -~PuR) 
so that, from the definition (2.18), one obtains 

- TI- - TI-o = A1- LlS = A1 + A~<iJLl, 
2Jt 2J1 

and 

(2.20) 

iii) The _generalization of the pure hysteresis algorithm is immediately obtained by 
introducing the set of phase ~PuR of the IPR set of points (Fig. 4): 

{ IPuR}n = {0, ~P(io), ... }n, 

which is ordered by following the increasing values of the parameter evolution. The po
ssibility of coincidence of the help function levels without closing a cycle is taken into 
account with a modification of Ac according to 

•)- closing 
Ac =A~, S(t) = Sn-t yes 

of a cycle 
Ac: 

coincidence 
Ac =A!, no 

of W level 
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14 P. PEGON, P. GUELIN, D. FAVIER, B. WACK AND W. K. NOWACKI 

l
w=2 k=k 

Ai => ' 
c k_S = Sn , k_W = Wn , 'PeR = 'Pn · 

a=a+1 , n=n-i, 

The generalization of the intrinsic internal heat flux analysis is founded on the quasi-linea
rity (2.16) from which one obtains the basic form. 

if>= QnQa$ = M 

along the radial paths. Therefore one considers the basic calorific rate [2]: 
t 

(2.21) CRa = Qtl$ J Qn dr 

to extend Eq. (2.10)2 along these paths. This form is also used when the path is not radial, 
making use of the splitting (Q~~ dt , rp 4 $ dt), (Q~~ dt, 0) where Q~~ is deduced from the 
neutral paths definition 

Q~~ = csteww'(w, 'Ptl$- 'PeR) . 

One obtains 
t · Ra t Ra 

C = (w')2 
[ J ~~$ dr] [ J Q:, dr] , 

(2.22) 

'R . w' R if) 
Qtl~ = Q.1,$- -Q4$' QDa = -- · 

w Qtl$ 

Several illustrations are introduced in [2] (an example is also recalled in [14]). 

3. The scheme of pure hysteresis with coupling effects 

3.1. The two-fold coupling effects 

The effects of the deviatoric properties-dev(iso) coupling effect-is taken into ac
count with the above recalled pure hysteresis scheme implemented with a conical yield 
surface of circuit cross-section and using a method of projection similar to that previously 
introduced in the variable temperature case in order to describe the shape memory effects 
[3, 5] and [7]. 

The effect of the deviatoric stress invariant Q $ on the volume variations ( iso-( dev) 
coupling effects) is described by following the pattern (1.1). 

3.2. From the definition of Qlim(P) to the definitions of IL(P) and ,\(p) 

Experiments show that it is relevent to choose the ratio J-L/Q1im in a pressure-indepen
dent way ([12] § D, Fig. V.3 to V.6 page 91). Consequently, the simplest reversible rate, 
of (3,\ + 211 )In type, leads us to consider 

(3.1) O't ( p) - = J-L(<p, p) = J-Lo 1- - = J-L(P) 
2 Po 

owing to the condition of conical yield surfaces 

(3.2) Qlim(<p,p) ~ Qo (1- E-) = Qum(P) · 
Po 
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CONSTITtiTIVE SCHEME OF DISCRETE MEMORY FORM FOR GRANULAR MATERIALS 15 

To remain simple it is necessary to consider also 

(3.3) ao = .-\(1p, p) = .Xo (1- .E..) = .X(p) . 
Po 

Consequently, under purely hydrostatic loading, the scheme is 

i~, = (1 - .E..) (3.-\o + 2JLo)In = (3ao + at)Iv . 
Po 

For an isotropic relative deformation (1 + K) of the initial unit cubic element 

V(t) = Jg = J 3
, In Jg = 3ln J with J = 1 + J( 

and 

3p = (1 - .E..) [3.-\0 + 2JLo) V 
Po V 

so that 

( p)~ ' ( p) 1 = V 1 - - or 0 = In vg + Ao In 1 - -
Po Po 

for p versus V or p versus In ,;g diagrams, respectively. 
In fact, experiments are suggesting rather some (.1 V /V)n type of scheme (n ~ 3/2) 

and, moreover, hysteresis effects are obvious (see footnote(~)). However, the challenge of 
this paper does not imply to define a sophisticated, purely hydrostatic scheme. 

The aim of the analysis is indeed to obtain first, a variable dilatation under rectilinear 
first loading paths of various given Q,ji, ratios and, secondly, to obtain the compaction 
effect directly to the right of an inversion point. 

The first requirement is obtained with a remarkable straightforward approach, as 
shown by one of the authors. The role of ~. and consequently of M, being indeed of 
an outstanding importance, it is necessary to extend the definition of M by introducing 
a pressure-dependent mixed invariant /\II p· But it appears that 1\1 P is linked with Q L1" so 
that a linear form with respect to M P is also linked with Q L1", as required to define a link 
between In and Q L1s. Therefore one considers a provisional scheme 

(3.4) i.a., = (3ao + at)lv + 3a3Atf p, 

where a relevant definition of a3 may be suggested by experimental results. 
The second requirement is achieved in an extended form 

(3.5) i.a., = ativ + Jr12(aolv + a31\1 P +a'{ L1kS.i IY i) 
of the previous provisional scheme, where the introduction of L1kS .i Dj i ts mteresting 
due to its always non negative value. However, the definition is not as straightforward as 
that of the provisional scheme and is introduced at the very end of the analysis (Sect. 3.6). 

3.3. Definition of the functionals A_S p' Ll A_S p' M P and "¥ 

Regarding 1\1 P, the first step of the approach is to extend the neutral path notion to 
the conical case under consideration (Fig. 5) and to use once more the splitting principle 
with three (and no longer two) types of infinitesimal paths: radial ( IP and p constant), 
neutral with p constant, neutral with IP constant (Fig. 5). 
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16 P. PEGON, P. GUELIN, D. FAVlER, B. WACKAND W. K. NOWACKi 

Po 

Ftc. 5. Three-dimensional splitting up of a path and definition of Q L.lp (of conical type). 

The second step consists in extending the discrete memory condition to the pressure
dependent case and in defining the associated compatible notions regarding the algorithm. 
Owing to the conical assumption, one considers (Fig. 5) 

(3.6) AS d~f pl + Po-P AS, 
P Po- PR 

and the associated role of a modified W functional 

· def W Wp = -,--__,-

(
1- !:.) . 

Po 

(3.7) 

The third point of the analysis leads to the M P definition. It is obtained by maintaining 

(3 .8) 

to define neutral paths and using this form to express IT as by two different methods in 
order to link Q ap and M P along a neutral path of constant phase. 

On the one hand, if 

one obtains 

and for Q ap one has also (Fig. 5) 

• ...!... • Q~p 
QapQap =Hap = -p( ) , 

po-p 
Q2 ~ tcJ ap = .dfr'Pi .dwpi · 

On the other hand, the definition (3.6) of kS P gives 

A ts - -s t-s - -s Po-P t-s 
~R - - R - - R ' 

P P Po- PR 

so that 
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Using Eq. (3.8) one has 

a ( ,, ts )i _ 2 -=-i 'P tci 
"'£) tJ R j - {l D j + R.:J j 
ut P Po- PR 

and, contracting with (LlJrSP)i i, one obtains 

with the required definitions 

_;_ - p -;-
II.dp = 2p!II r + --1\ P 

Po-P 

~ 1, = (" t c: )i .-='~n· . 1.- _ t-:=:15 · (A ts )i 
mp tJfr-/p ~ J' \.p- R j tJR p i. 

Consequently, 
2 --;-

- 1 Q .dp + ]\. p . 
O=Nfp+- p, 

2J.L po-p 
and there remains only to introduce the fundamental form 

and the previous scheme 

to obtain 

~ = A1 r + I4<P.ds + F4p 

2 -;-
Q.clp + l\.p r4 = --=----
2J.L(Po- p) 

by identification along the neutral paths under consideration. 

3.4. Definition of the scalar functional a3 giving the basic term a 3M P 

17 

The factor a3 remains to be defined. Let In lim denote the limit of the value of In 
associated with the plastic yield limit of the first loading where ias tends toward zero. 
One obtains 

and 

so that 
In lim 3Qo 1 

IIDlimll - 3-Xo + 2J.Lo a3 lim. 
Then the definition results in the use of a previously proposed form, exp( -1Q), of the 
ratio In lim/IID1imll: such a form has been recognized as qualitatively compatible with the 
experimental results ([12]). Consequently, introducing the two parameters /o and E0, one 
considers 

1 3-Xo + 2J.Lu ( Qlim) a3lim = - Eo exp -~o--
3Qo Qo 
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and a3 is simply defined as 

(3.9) a.3 = -a3timQ R.:l , 

where the "reduced deviatoric" invariant Q Rtl is 

Q - Qtlp = Qtlp 
R.:l - Q (

1 
P) wQlim(P). 

w 0 --
Po 

Thus, the description of the first loading (w = 1) is given by the provisional scheme 

· 3..\o + 2/Jo ( Qlim) -Itl., =(at+ 3ao)Iv + Qo Eo exp --yo Qo Qn.:lM p. 

3.5. The cyclic case and the final form of the isotropic part or the scheme 

The cyclic case (w = 2) must still be dealt with. It is convenient to divide the analysis 
into the following three parts. 

i) First, it is clear that the use of the provisional scheme (3.4) in the cyclic case is 
doubtful owing to the fact that M P is zero at the onset of each cycle branch, so that 
the rate (3..\ + 2J.L) Iv is the only one able to balance the hydrostatic stress rate. In spite 
of this disturbing situation, it is easy to obtain, in the case of large cycles, the required 
compaction-extension effect already obtained above. This may be achived only with the 
help of a new simple definition of a) 

a3 = -a3tim [QRtl- f33(w- 1)(1- Qntl)] 
w 

instead of Eq. (3.9). In this definition, a new physical parameter {33 is introduced. 
ii) The second part of the analysis is devoted to the definition of a better balance of 

the hydrostatic rate introducing a non-vanishing term of constant sign at the onset of the 
branch. A simple choice is that of the powerS D and, consequently, one adds a a~ tr S D 
term in the scheme, with 

(3.10) 

The resulting scheme is relevant for the case of large cycles: {33 allows us to obtain the 
dilatation and f33 gives the required compaction effect at the onset of an extension (Fig. 7). 
But the use of S D term gives rise to an irrelevant behaviour in the case of small cycles, 
since a change of sign of tr S · D is possible. 

iii) An alternative choice consists in the use of the invariant iJS D which is of constant 
sign but is unfortunately zero at the onset of a branch so that it must be divided by another 
vanishing form. Consequently one considers 

a:~ given by Eq. (3.10). 

a~_ wQlim 
- Qtl ., , 

The only inconvenience of the new a~ tr iJS D term is that it requires a spe~ial alter

native form: at the onset of the branch (tr iJS D)/Qn.:l must be replaced by (tr S D)/Qs. 
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Finally, it is necessary to define the 1't2 coefficient of Eq. (3.5), 

112 = 1 + (w- 1)/t exp( -!2QRa). 

Consequently, in the case w = 2, the scheme suggested by Eq. (3.5) is 

. { 3,\o + 2po ( -!oQiim) 
Ia., = a: 1lv + 3(1 = '"'ft exp(-!2QRa)) a:olv + 

6
Qo Eoexp Qo 

( 
- 2Qiim --) } x (QRa- ,83(1- QRa))A1p + ,83(1- QRtl) Qa

11 

tr LlS D , 

where the physical parameters are not only J.lth Ao, Qo, po, /O and Eo but also /t, 12, ,83 
and ,83. Like ,83 and ,83, the interesting values of parameters /t and 12 are of the order of 
a few units. 

The cases w = 1 and w = 2 are included in the form 

. { 3,\o + 2p,o ( -/oQiim) 
l.1., = a 1lv + 3(1 + /t(w- 1)exp(-"YzQR.:l)) aolv + 3wQo Eoexp Qo 

( 
- , wQlim - ) } 

X (QRa- ,83(w- 1)(1- QRil)) .~1p + ,83(w- 1)(1- QR.:l) Q.;1., tr LlSD , 

where the basic notation may be summed up by 

Q Q (
1 P) Q - Qap Qz =LltSi ·LltSi . lim = · II - - , R.:l - -Q 1 .:lp R p ' R p ' ' 

Po w lim 

Q~s = LlkS.iLlk"?i 1 a ,= 2p, = 2po (1- E._), ao = ,\ = Ao (1- E._) 
~ ~ 

The deviatoric part of the scheme is given by Eqs. (2.17), (2.19) and (2.20). 

4. Usual axisymmetrical first loading and large cyclic loading 

4.1. Axisymmetrical (a 1 = a 2) first loading 

After the hydrostatic loading from 0 to p1, ten integrations are performed along recti
linear stress paths; the tilting angle lj; ( tg rjJ = Q s / (p - p1)) of these rectilinear paths with 
respect to the hydrostatic axis are such as: 

1/.J = 30°, 50°, 60°, 
then lTt = est, 1., = est, 0'3 = est in compression, 

finally G't = est, Is = est, 'ljJ = 70°, 0'3 = est in extension. 
This scheme appears to be relevant, at least qualitatively, owing to the result obtained 
(Fig. 6 ), with the following parameters values: 

J.lo = 12.29MPa, Ao = 31to, Qo = 0.35MPa, Po = 0.55MPa, /o = 0.1, Eo= 0.58. 

The values of the last two parameters are comparable with those of [12]. One can notice 
the following points: 

the dilatation is not bounded, but may be easily limited if required, 
the weak dilatant tendency of path number 10 is due to a path close to the yield 

surface: the path is indeed tilted 50.77° and the yield surface is tilded at 47.8°. 
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p .. 0.2 /'1Pa 

-10 LNJ3(%) -10 
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-10 

Ftc. 6. Axial stress S3 versus axial deformation In J 3 (J3 = 1 + k3) 

and relative volume variation Info versus In J3 (at right) for various rectilinear first loading paths 
starting from 3 hydrostatic pressures (Pi = -0.2 MPa, - 0.4 MPa and - 0.8 MPa). 

Paths 1 to 6 are in compression (1 to 3 titled at 30, 50, and 60°; 4 biaxial; 5 deviatoric; 6 constant axial stress). 
Paths 7 to 10 are in extension (7 titled at 70°; 8 deviatoric; 9 biaxial; 10 constant axial stress). 

4.2. Large cyclic loading 

The usual cyclic biaxial test is performed under controlled strain, both with the first 
deviatoric loading in the direction of compression and tension (Figs. 7a and b). Using the 
same values of the physical parameters, a cyclic path in the deviatoric plane (tJt = 1r /2) is 
also performed (Fig. 7c). 
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FIG. 7. Cyclic biaxial test (starting with compression or extension) and constant pressure test: (33 = 10; (3~ = 4. 
Same notations a<> in Fig. 6. 

5. Illustrations regarding the case of small, medium and large cyclic loading 

The aim of this paragraph is to illustrate rather extensively the capabilities of the final 
coupled scheme to describe quasi-cycles, whatever the amplitudes of the cycles may be, and 
at least qualitatively in accordance with the deviatoric and volumic properties of sand-like 
materials. 

5.1. Small cycles under specified cyclic strain 

The physical parameters Jlo, .-\0, Q0 , p0 , /o and Eo remain those previously used. 
The biaxial compression is specified up to 5% and the cyclic evolution is performed 
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in the interval [0.04, 0.05]. The illustrations are given with: 

a) !h = 4, /33 = 0.2' II = 10' 12 = 5' 
b) !33=4, /33 = 0.4' It = 10' 12 = 5' 
c) /33 = 4' /33 = 0.4' II = 0, 12 = 0. 

The parameter /33 gives the control of a "symmetrical" peak effect (Fig. 8), and the 
parameters It and 12 are able to modify the tilting of the cycles in a relevant way. 

53 
(MPa) 

53 
(MPa) 

-4 

LN:J3 (%) 

LNG 
(%) 

LNG 
(%) 

LNG 
(%) 

_., 
LN:J3 {%) 

FIG. 8. Strain-controlled small cycles. The parameters 1.63; .63, '"Yt; 'Y21 are 14;0.2; 10;51; 14;0.4; 10; 51; 
14;0.4;0;01 respectively. Same notations as in Figs. 6 and 7. 
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5.2. Small, medium and large cycles under specified cyclic stress 

The cyclic evolutions are now performed under stress control with the following am
plitudes 0.7 MPa (small cycles), 1.2 Mpa (medium cycles) and 2.2 MPa (large cycles). The 
set ( /b 12 /33, /33) of parameters is 2, 5, 6, 0.4 (Fig. 9). 
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53 
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LNJ3{%) -1 
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_.., 

LNG 
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-as~~--~~~-------+----~~ 

LNJ3{%) -1 

rrrrTTTIIIII~--~TITITT~0 
-o.sr------..;;a,..~~~~~ 

LN(J 
(%) 

LNJ3(%) -1 

FIG. 9. Stress-controlled small, medium and large cycles. 
The set of parameters 1.63; .63; "YI; 12l is 16; 0.4; 2; 51. 

Same notations as in Figs. 6, 7 and 8. 
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6. Concluding remarks 

The clue of the analysis has been obtained through the definition of the functionals 
kS , L1kS , Mp and if> (Sect. 3.4). Although the Coulomb yield effects and anisotropic ef
fec~s have Pbeen neglected, the properties of the proposed scheme are interesting regarding 
questions which are up to now unsolved (point iv of Sect. 1 ). 

It remains to introduce a well founded definition of the preferred reference frames in
cluding a consistent generalization of the whole pattern to the anisotropic case. A solution 
to this problem is from now on outlined. 

As soon as this problem will be overcome, it will be possible to go deeply into the 
study of "Coulomb" effects and "hydrostatic" effects (points v and vi of Sect. 1 ). 

Appendix 

The pattern of pure hysteresis behaviour and its associated symbolic model are heur
istic when some particular insight is needed for the study of fundamental microscopical pro
cesses based on the dislocation concept. 

Since a ·few years it is possible, with the aid of transmission electron microscopy, 
to observe dislocation movements occurring with the deformation of small samples. For 
the study of pure hysteresis, the interesting mechanisms are those related to the case of 
stationary cycles after stabilization of the microstructural phenomena. Under those condi
tions a notable analogy between gliding microstructural processes and the pure hysteresis 
symbolic model has been recently established ([4, 13 and 14]). 

The simplest case is represented by a simple dislocation moving between two parallel 
walls: the process is analogous to the simplest symbolic model (one spring and one friction 
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a 

s 

oL----------~
Swept area 

FtG. 10. A microstructural process analogous to the ela<;tic-plastic process of the simplest symbolic model. 
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FIG. 11. The Frank-Read process during a cycling loading: a) first loading OABC, b) first unloading CDEF. 

slider associated in series). Under small stress the dislocation will bend reversibly and 
behaves like the spring. For a characteristic values Su of the stress, the dislocation pinning 
points will move and drag two segments along the walls: the behaviour is analogous to that 
of the friction slider (Fig. 10). The diagram of the stress versus the area swept by the 
dislocation is of elastic-perfectly plastic type. 

When the stress decreases it is necessary for the stress to reach the opposite value 
-Su, before the pinning points move in the opposite directions. This behaviour is thus 
really of pure hysteresis type. 

A more complex case is the one of a Frank-Read source acting between two parallel 
walls and characterized by two thresholds, S1 for which the pinning points move and 
S2 > S1 for which the source emits a loop (Fig. 11). This case is equivalent to a model 
with two couples. 

During unloading a process of loop absorption may exist (Fig. 12) and has actually 
been observed. 

In a real crystalline material the deformation is the result of the activation of a great 
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FIG. 12. Process of loop absorption during unloading CDEF. 

number of elementary mechanisms like the proceeding one. The activation thresholds of 
these mechanisms are largely and continuously dispersed due to different parameters such 
as type, characteristic values, orientations with respect to the "external stress", intergra
nular compatibility, etc. 

On the basis of this analogy it is possible to give an evident physical interpretation of 
the pure hysteresis properties; this is particularly the case of the stress-strain discontinuity 
obtained by describing a small cycle inside a large cycle. This is also the case for the 
properties to the right of an inversion point, for the fundamental cyclic loading properties 
and for the absence of reversible domain of the real crystalline materials ([ 4, 13] and 
(14]). 
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